
Extended Leadership Survey Results





	 	 Total Participants:	 30

	 	 Survey Respondents:	 25

	 	 % Responded:	 83%


 



As a whole, how do you feel about the format? 

	 Feedback: How can we improve the format?


• Love it when we have several questions to answer as a table. Short and to the point as it 
is Friday night and I bet I am not the only one who has a short attention span! Less 
lecture format so we can interact and share


• Send out the recommended scripture readings sooner to allow time to read them, pray 
about it, and prepare before the meeting, 


• More time for discussion. Share vision 


• Less teaching more discussion


• Maybe pastor do teaching first, then discussion after having heard the scripture and 
lesson from him, then discuss insights at table together . 


• Maybe have folks go to different locations during the discussion - it's loud and difficult to 
concentrate with all the conversations in the foyer.


• It maybe worthwhile to have time to highlight new/expanded ministries or have leaders 
provide a ministry update that would be shared with the team.


• have a clear set agenda with an action plan for the meetings


• expand the purpose of the meetings to identify how to improve existing specific church 
ministries and enlist support outside of the existing leadership group to achieve the 
proposed improvements


• I really like the format. I like that questions are always welcome, that we are free to 
express our opinions, that we get to learn and interact.  While I think that dinner is not 
totally necessary, it is always good to break bread together.  If it is too expensive, we 
could easily do potluck (the penny pincher in me!).  But it is a nice treat. It makes me feel 
appreciated.  Thank you!


• Action steps to our time together?


• Maybe after a discussion or teaching, having time to discuss/set goals for how we are 
applying this teaching to our lives/circles of influence, or practical steps for how we will 
begin to grow in stewarding this teaching in our lives


• Just need instruction/provision for each person at the table in small group to have time 
to share some thoughts.  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What do you think of our small group discussion at the tables?


	 Feedback: How can we change or improve small group discussion?


• Make the discussions more targeted by asking specific questions. 

• Not a fan

• More time for discussions

• After lesson, Discussion could be focused on how to implement, or put into action on our 

part literally.  Like make a plan to do it not just thinking about.

• A little more time is needed to discuss so everyone at the table has a chance to speak/

discuss

• It would be helpful to have the questions printed so it eliminates confusion and provides 

a place to give answers that could then be turned in!

• use the time to meet agenda item goals

• I love it and I think it would be great too if there was a question for us to reflect following 

a teaching like “how are you applying this in your life with your family/friends/job right 
now? Or how will you begin to do so?”


• I would like to do more discussion on the evening topics 

• Keep the random seating assignments at the door. We get the chance to sit with different 

teams.
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What do you think of our large group discussion? 

	 Feedback: How can we change or improve the large group discussion?


• Again shorter lecture more table interaction and sharing out to hear people’s 
perspectives


• It would be great if a few of the discussions could center around what direction we are 
going as a church, how we will do it and why. 


• More time for discussion 

• Some people talk more than me. Limit the talkers! 

• Sometimes can be hard to hear. If someone wants to share, they could stand up and 

speak loud 

• Action plans to implement some of the recommendations/suggestions. Report back to 

the group at the next meeting.

• less time on teaching more time on building up leadership members to become self 

reliant within there area of service to the Lord

• I would like to have more time to discuss

• Would love a hand out of a few important bullet points to help make sure not to miss.
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How important is sharing a meal together? 



What do you think of the balance between teaching and discussion?


Feedback: How can we improve the teaching / dialog dynamic? 

• You could send out a brief teaser video before our meeting to get us thinking ahead 
about the teaching so we have more time for interaction and dialogue.


• I feel like it's been a struggle to get discussions going

• More discussion rather than questions and answers....

• I love learning and would enjoy learning from others more. 

• dialog with the specific intent to reach an outcome with a defined action plan 

• It feels a little rushed after the teaching to be able to ask questions about it
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Do you think that our purpose is the right one?


Feedback: How can we tweak, expand or modify the purpose to improve it? 

• More time can be spent talking about status of the body and how people are doing.

• Again, it’s a time we should be able to learn from each other and a time others can 

exercise their gifts and grow. I think it’s ok to not emphasize teaching so much, but 
change it up. 


• Equip the saints to do the works of the ministries, discipleship definitely!!!  Need more 
suggestions to implement an action plan in specific areas of need in the church and out 
of church, in community..


• It would be good to hear results and or testimonies of what we discussed. How it is 
implemented and what affect has it had on our church community


• It would be beneficial if the suggestions/input made during the meeting were put into 
action so that the group has some influence over the direction of the church, or has a 
one-ness of vision. 


• Maybe worth having the evening broken into 4 main parts -1. Meal and fellowship 2. 
Ministries update 3. Small group discussion 4. Teaching


• I think the purpose is good and the things that we discuss are valuable.  I guess my 
question is "What do we do with what we learn?"  How do we put it into practice?  The 
meetings are super encouraging, but what do we do as extended leaders to help our 
Senior Leaders in practical ways?  Am I really carrying the great teaching into my church 
family in a better way?  I want to.  I am just not sure that I am following through in the 
most effective ways.  What can we do as a group to help implement in concrete ways 
and see evidence of it?  


• What we can do to help support leaders and edify the church
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How well are we doing at achieving our goal for these gatherings?


Feedback: Where do you feel like we did well at our purpose and where can we improve? 

• If you like my comments I made then use them, overall a wonderful time.

• I think the format and balance were spot on.  The preparatory assignments were 

reasonable and thought provoking.  From my experience I'd say you did an excellent job 
achieving the stated purpose.


• I think follow-up is very important to maintain momentum. It would be nice to get a 
summary of the information captured at the meeting - what our primary suggestions for 
going forward with God's work like engaging the older youth more, how to reach the 
young adults - the list that was generated / written on the white board etc.


• Teachings shorter 

• Think it's a great way for us to connect. 

• Teaching is always great!! 

• Building relationships with senior leadership. I would like to know more about what the 

senior leader at each table is doing in their ministry.

• :) God’s the Brilliant one!

• Very well timed while honoring everyone's schedule.

• There isn't enough time to really build relationships, but it does allow us to see who's 

impacting the church.  

• the teaching was certainly productive if that were the only goal to be achieved however, 

striking a balance between fellowship, teaching and building up our church and its 
ministries, leaders and enlisting others to help is a tall order


• perhaps from these meetings leaders and other stakeholder meetings could be 
scheduled to carry out the plans 


• without a vision the people perish

• I do appreciate your investment - time, money, support, teachings, friendship, fun, etc.  I 

feel valued by the Senior Leadership.  Thank you!  I think all of us just want to know that 
we are using what we have to offer and growing to help The River in the most effective 
ways.  Again, what can we do as a team practically?
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• Teaching is great, but I feel there are others that should be asked to join.

• Video the teaching and large group discussion portion and share with the group after the 

event so it can be rewatched for reference.  Follow up with minutes from the meeting to 
highlight new ideas and revelations.


• What have you been hearing from the Lord???  Is there a predominant message or 
theme???  Anonymous entry from each person into a basket, one or two lines max.


• I do leave feeling like I learned something from the Word, had time to connect with 
people, and also feel encouraged and ready to go out there and keep up the fight.  This 
format seems extremely productive to me, and I am so grateful for it.  And for you, Pastor 
Weston, Pastor Karen and the whole team.  Thank you 


• To discuss further issues facing our congregation.  And how we can help?

• I think the atmosphere is always warm and inviting and fun. Even if there was no 

teaching or learning happening, it would still feel like a home run because of the people 
and atmosphere. We love being around the leaders and always look forward to being 
there


• I would like to have an opportunity to offer topics I would like to see covered

• After our discussions on the topic or topics for the evening, it would be nice to hear what 

the pastoral staff generally thinks. For example, what do the pastors think our priorities 
should be going forward?


• Have some specific training and more activations, where applicable.

• Love the response choices.

• The attention to detail to make the experience “special” each time in every aspect is 

noticed and felt. (Topics, food, atmosphere, questions) THANK YOU for this special 
opportunity!


• Love it and always get revaluation in PW teaching and love the time spent with my 
brothers and sisters 


• Ya can’t! It’s awesome!




How is the frequency (4 per year) of our gatherings?


Feedback: How many gatherings per year would you suggest? 

• Six (2)

• Eight (2)


What do you think of Friday nights?


	 Feedback: What days or times would be better?


• Another weeknight. Friday is hard after a long week. 

• Sunday after church is my preference
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How helpful have the topics been for these gatherings? 

	 Feedback: What kinds of topics would you like discuss?


• Would really appreciate if the topics were tied to our church and our mission and that 
was discussed relevant to our actions. 


• Ways to improve our reading and understanding of scripture

• I feel like sometimes answers are being drug out of people

• Unfortunately I can't think of any specifics 

• I’d like to see more active learning topics. Ministry tools, practice with each other, learn 

from new people, etc

• Teachings on how to witness to the people living in alternative lifestyles, such as gay, 

trans, drug addiction, atheist, how to love like christ, to people who don't want to hear 
about him. 


• Have the team submit topics they are interested in or realize the congregation is 
struggling with.


• what does it look like to be an effective Christian leader aside from availability

• Prophecy, Words of Knowledge, Methods of studying/understanding the Word, practical 

assignments for the extended leadership team, things that we can do better.  How we 
can help you all? Is there a particular vision for The River of Life?  What does our future 
look like as far as outreach, growth, new sanctuary, etc?  What is God telling Senior 
Leadership about the words that Dennis Kramer spoke over the church?  


• I think some real topics that would get us thinking of things ain't what we think is real 
going on.


• Sending out a way to give feedback about what issues we would like to cover before the 
event would be a great way to see what is on the leaders minds. I would also like to go 
over issues that we as leaders may be facing and how to handle them.


• Help with areas of gifts and assessment of skills and strengths to better serve.

• How to equip others. Would love to see more groups specializing in the gifts 
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How valuable are these gatherings to you personally?


Should we continue the Extended Leadership Gatherings in 2022?
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Feedback: Any other comments, suggestions? 

• The food and fellowship are awesome and essential! Let’s do some ice breakers for the 
tables too got during dinner! Maybe papers with topics pre-typed so we can discuss! 
Fun topics and serious ones. Mix it up. Thank you for asking our opinions! :)


• I don't really have anything to add. I must admit that I was skeptical at first but I've found 
the gatherings to be enjoyable and beneficial. I consider myself blessed to have such 
wonderful pastors!


• Thanks for the effort. I'm sure it's not easy but I believe it will be worth it. was very good 
overall


• I think the overall concept is great, need more sharing

• Think it's spot on.

• Pastor is a great listener,, would like to hear more from his perspectives and personal 

opinions he has and feels. Also, food does not to be extravagant, I don't mind even just 
light finger foods at tables instead of large dinner. Maybe other senior leaders could lead 
the teachings occasionally.


• I am enjoying the fellowship/meal. The teachings have been fruitful, fun and engaging. It 
really is a good mix with timing and teaching. Thank you!!!


• I really enjoyed it and thought it was awesome!

• I've not given much thought as to what organ I'd donate to attend ……..would certainly 

have to pray about that one!

• I am all in!  

• I think things are great.

• So blessed by the teachings and insight!  Love the gathering in person and sharing ideas 

and perspectives.  Many ah ha moments!

• I would like to talk about current events and how they have impact on our lives 

personally and as a body

• About those organ donations, not planning for any in the near future. Receiving or giving 

may be negotiable.

• I guess just ensuring the dialogue keeps moving and one or two people aren’t taking up 

too much time talking, keeping the conversation relevant to the topic.



